Happy Monday ISO Fam!

Coming up...

Come learn strategies to deal with stress and how to get through finals!

About the Speaker

Karthik Iyappan Gunasekaran currently serves as the Vice President as well as the Head of Product Innovation for KAPLAN. He leads global product teams working on the use of artificial intelligence, machine learning, 3D environments and AR/VR technology. Karthik holds an Honors BS degree in Electronics & Instrumentation Engineering, an executive MS degree in Digital Technologies, as well as an MBA degree from The University of Iowa.

About the Speaker

Dr. Jamison Kovach serves as the Director for Lean Six Sigma as well as an Associate professor in the College of Technology at UH. She focuses on applied research in industry to solve problems that help organizations achieve strategic objectives. She has earned many professional recognitions for research, teaching, and service including an Outstanding Educator Award among many more.

About the Speaker

Ujjwal Chugh is the Founder and CEO of the ISOLS group. His company and sister companies have earned pride as leading providers of end to end software & technology solutions as well as smart strategic digital marketing solutions to various brands, enterprises, and colleges throughout India.

International Education Week Events

What is International Education Week?

International Education Week (IEW) is a joint initiative of the US Department of State and the US Department of Education to promote the benefits of International education and cultural exchange. This year IEW will be celebrated Nov. 16th through 20th, and all events will be held online. At UH, IEW is an opportunity to showcase the various global programs and international opportunities as well as celebrate our cultural diversity.
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